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Walking down the west side of South Main Street between GE Patterson and Georgia, pedestrians are 
greeted with a sprawling art installation along the Central Station concourse wall. The art itself – which 
was created and installed by local Memphis artist and gallery owner Anthony Lee of Marshall Arts – is 
visible by day, but hardly noticeable at night.  

The site is located just south of Central Station Hotels' main entrance, along the MATA concourse which 
connects the Memphis Farmers Market and the Malco Theater to South Main, and the MATA South 
Main Trolley Stop. This area currently has no lighting along the concourse wall, leaving the artwork and 
pedestrian sidewalk dark and unlit – except for some residual street lighting. 

There has long been a desire for the South Main experience to more fully extend past the Arcade block. 
Neighborhood-wide there is an “end of the sidewalk” sort of feeling as one moves south past the G.E. 
Patterson and South Main intersection. With the new addition of South Point Grocery, the number of 
pedestrians regularly taking this route has increased as well. Not only would the refresh of this portion 
of the sidewalk improve the pedestrian experience, but the potential for color-changing lights on 
gamedays, Trolley Nights, and other times will certainly help activate this stretch of South Main.  

Our goal with this neighborhood project is 3-fold: (1) to enhance the safety and comfort of pedestrians, 
(2) to bring needed light to this prominent art display, and (3) to complete the lighting upgrade that HTC
is overseeing for MATA. MATA is increasing the light levels in the concourse to promote the use and
safety of the concourse. MATA is also adding signage and lighting to the South Main Trolley Stop to
enhance the rider experience while increasing light levels for pedestrian safety. We have been able to
work with our lighting supplier to identify one fixture that would fulfill both needs. The test fixture we
installed provides much-needed pedestrian lighting and excellent art lighting. This lighting upgrade, as
well as the two other lighting upgrades that MATA has underway, will dramatically improve this area of
South Main. These lighting projects should increase the interest in South Main and bring more business
and renovation projects to this area.

Henry Turley Company (HTC) has and will continue to provide project oversight. Collectively, HTC and 
the South Main Association have utilized our relationships with our vendors to get the correct fixture 
and a reasonable cost to complete this project. The lighting supplier will contribute the LED controller 
(which allows for customizable lamp color and intensity programming) as a benefit to the DMC and the 
SMA. The total project cost is $76,341.00. The price is from a WBE provider.   

The project will include the installation of 23 linear LED lights. The power will be pulled off an existing 
source and the lights will be triggered by the same photocell that turns on the MATA South Main Trolley 
Stop lighting. These lights will be mounted directly to the underside of the elevated rail platform and 
positioned to provide optimum lighting for both the art panels and the pedestrian walk.  



We have already gone to a WBE vendor for the electrical materials and labor. They have graciously 
installed the test fixture at no charge and offered very competitive pricing because of their relationship 
with HTC and their desire to see the South Main district continue to advance.  

We expect the lead time for the fixtures to be between 60 and 90 days; the installation itself will take a 
few weeks at most. HTC will provide a more accurate schedule once the project is approved and the 
lighting fixtures are ordered.  

Katie Hunt, the current President of the South Main Association and an architect at LRK, is working with 
HTC on this project and has spoken to her board about their participation in the project.  HTC has done 
all the preliminary oversight to design and price this project. HTC will continue to oversee this project 
through completion. The SMA and HTC collectively feel that this project is one that bridges multiple 
needs of the neighborhood. 
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